DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION.
The symbols X and Y denote topological spaces with no separation axioms assumed unless explicitly stated. Let U be a subset of a space X. The 
Int CI f(U)).
DEFINITION 3. A subset N of a space X is said to be a e-neighborhood (6- ne.ighborhood) of a point x in X if there exists an open set U such that x CI U N (x e U Int CI U N).
Note that a e-neighborhood is not necessarily a neighborhood in the e-topology, but a -neighborhood is a neighborhood in the -topology.
NEAR-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS.
The main results can be paraphrased as follows: weak continuity corresponds to ,,f-i (e-neighborhood) neighborhood"; e-continuity corresponds to ,,f-I (e--I neighborhood)
e-nelghborhood"; strong e-continuity corresponds to "f The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4. The following theorem gives additional characterizations of weak -continuity. These results are analogous to those obtained by Noiri and Kang in [9] for almost strongly 0-continuous functions.
LEMMA. Let X be a space and H ! X. Then 
NEAR-OPEN FUNCTIONS.
In this section weak openness and almost openness are characterized in terms of the concept of 0-neighborhood. 
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